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Preface
The objective of this contract was to develop a software programming
package to be used in the ground checkout and handling of data from
"	 the advanced gamma ray balloon experiment.
The programming package developed was named LEO. It consists of
programs to accept data from the PCM interface, extract experiment
data, save the data on magnetic tape, accumulate spectra and other
experiment data, and print and display the accumulated data.
The period of performance. was originally six months after the date of
contract. The twelve-month delay was necessary in order for the
contractor to gain access to the advanced gamma ray experiment ground
support computer system. Without access to this computer, program
testing at Goddard Space Flight Center (or a place suitable to both
parties) was impossible.
This document consists of two parts: Part 1, the Operator's Manual,
and Part 2, the Programmer's Manual.
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LEO Operator/Programmer Manual
The system called LEO consists of programs to accept data from the PCM
interface, extract experiment data, save the data on magnetic tape,
w
accumulate spectra and other experiment data, and print and display the
accumulated data.
This document is in two parts. The first is an operator's manual
:intended to permit someone unfamiliar with the inner workings of LEO
to operate on the experimencal data as it comes from the PCM interface,
converting it to a form for later analysis, and monitoring the program
b
of an experiment. The second part is a programmer's manual, intended
to permit someone familiar with the Varian 72 and the requirements of an
experimenter to modify the LEO system. Particular changes that may
be desired include the formatting of printout and displays, and
special attention has been given to the program segments that perform
these tasks.
Part 1.	 Operator's Manua].
LEO uses the Tektronix terminal and hard-copy device, the Centronics
line printer, the magnetic tape drives and the PCM interface; these
should all be ready before starting LEO.
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1.0 Loading LEO
LEO is loaded using the AID program. A tape containing the LEO system
is mounted on tape unit 0 (or 1) and the AID command R0, (or Rte) is
typed. The system v ill be loaded and initialized, an asterisk will be
typed on the terminal., and the bell will be sounded, indicating that LEO
Is waiting for operator input. To restart LEO without reloading, the
starting address is 0 (i.e., get the computer in AID and type 2LA. on the
keyboard).
The system is capable of performing several tasks, of four types: data
input/output, data accumulation/processing, data printout/display, and
operator. interaction. The printout/display and operator interaction tasks
are called slow tasks since they cannot be executed as fast as data flows
from the PCM interface; the others are called fast tasks. The tasks
which the system is executing at any time are contained on a list
(tas list) which the operator can manipulate.
a	 1.1 Communicating with LEO
One part of the system called LEO is an operator interaction routine,
which for simplicity is also called LEO; to communicate with the system
LEO, one must type input to the routine LEO.
Whenever LEO is awaiting input, an asterisk will be typed and the bell
will usually sound; whenever another routine of tree system is awaiting
input, the asterisk is not typed, but the bell will usually sound.
1.2	 The Tack List
3.
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When the operator types input to the LEO system, the following contentions
should be observed:
1. Alphabetic input, ouch as task names, are only checked in
their first four characters; any number of characters may be
typed, but only the first four are used;
2. Numeric input is interpreted as decimal integers, with
a minus sign for negative numbers;
3. A field, alphabetic or numeric, is terminated by one or more
spaces, commas, or carriage returns;
4. It a typing mistake is made, and detected before a terminator
is typed, the field may be corrected by typing a back-slash
(SHIFT-L), and retyping the entire field;
5. When typing a LOG record (in response to the cue LOG:)all characters
including blanks and commas, are saved as part of the input
line until a carriage return is typed; if a typing mistake is made,
one character is deleted for each back-slash typed; this mode is
used only with the LOG task to place a comment or identifying record
on an output tape (see Section 1.3.5).
I
In order to cause a task to be executed, it must'be placed on the task
list. Commands to LEO are the means by which this is accomplished.
Tables I & II describe all the commands available, and the parameters
required for some commands. The distinction between the two tables
is the method of execution of the task. Those tasks in Table I are
-4
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placed on the task lira; those in Table II are executed directly by the
interaction routine, and are more elementary in nature.
The operator should note that typing a command does not necessarily start
a task. If the task is a fast task and the PCM is the data input source,
then the task is started as soon as it is placed on the task list. If the
task is a slow task, or if the CDT (Compact Data Tape) is the data
input source, then any slow task (including LEO) already on the list must
be executed first, or °emoved (with the STOP cot*anand); the LEO task is
removed with the END command.
When data is being processed, LEO is not usually on the last. In order
to place LEO on the list, two methods are available.
1. By typing the RUBOUT key, LEO is placed on the task list; because
of priorities defined within the system, this wUl stop any slow task
that was running at the time, but will not affect any fast tasks.
Once LEO is on the task list, the operator may use the normal
commands as described above and in Tables I and II.
2. By typing the BELL key (CTRL-G), LEO is placed on the task list, but
with a priority higher than any other task. Thus all other processing
is stopped and any PCM data is lost. This method :should be used
only in "emergency" situations. At times, when CDT input is
being used, the BELL can be used without losing data; this would
occur when a printing or plotting task is being executed and the
R
input tape is stationary. In this situation, the RUBOUT does not
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receive attention until the printing or plotting is finished, The
BELL always receives immediate attention.
1,3
	 XK0 Tasks
In order to run certain tasks, the operator must type parameters or
responses to queries to accomplish a desired function. The following
sections explain the functions which may be accomplished by each task,
and the parameters needed by them.
1.3.1 Pulse Height Analyzer
The pulse height analyzer function accumulates the event amplitude and
event time spectra, prints the spectra and displays the amplitude spectrum
on the terminal.
The analyzer function is started with the PHA command, and requires no
parameters; it continues until the end of data or the STOP, PHA command.
The printing of the spectra can be initiated any time with the PHAPRNT
command.
The display of the amplitude spectrum can be done in two ways. The
PHAASP command requires no parameters and displays all 256 channels;
the vertical scale is either the last used scale, or defaults to an
initial valve of 100 counts. The PHASCALE,m,n,p command requires three
parameters; first channel (m), last; channel (n), and vertical scale (p).
r
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When the spectrum d1$P laY program starts, it souacle the terminal's bell
and waits for a command input prior to providing a di.j^4plav oo the screen.
The command input is used to adjust the vertical scale; if 0 is typed,
the vertical scale is doubled; if any alphabetic character is typed,
the scale is not changed. If any positive number is typed, the display
task is terminated. If a new display is desired with updated data this
command procedure is repented to obtain a new plot with a revised
scale and using updated pulse height data.
1.3.2 Subs-Com Data
The sub-com data is accumulated for a specified number of major frames
by the command SUBCOM with one poTameter, the desired number of major
fraries (SUBCOM , n). If the task is al lowed to run to completion and the
computer has completed processing the n ,
 major frames of data, it displays
the words "SUB-COM FINISHED" on the terminal. screen.
The accumulated data can be printed at any time by the command SUBPRNT
with no parameters. ( It is not necessary to wait the total n major
frames - partial printouts are allowed.)
°	 The sub-com data can be displayed by the command SUBDSP. The SUBDSP
task requires operator interaction to choose the aub-com channels to
be displayed. The sub-com chtmnels are two types, normal or compressed,
chosen from Table III. For a desled channel the operator types the
7.
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proper title , com u, and any single character symbol to identify the
line on the plot (e.g.- bh^,,, TIA) . Any number of channels of the same
type may be plotted on a single set of axes. For comrressed data, the
verticel scale is a log ►scale.
9	 1..3.3 Integral. Discriminato r Count Rates
The Integral Discriminator Count Rates can be accumulated by the
command IDC. Since 32 major frames are required to complete a set of
spectra, it is normally undesirable to stop the task at nn arbitrary
time. Instead the command IDCGND will stop the task after the next
complete set of spectra is accumulated. When the task is completed the
message, "IDC FINISHED" is displayed on the terminal screen.
To print the IDC spectra,, use the IDCPRNT command.
To display the IDC spectra, use the IDCDSP command. The task, when
started, will sound the terminal ' s bell and wait for an operator
input; if the operator input is a positive number, the task is ter-
minated, otherwise the next spectrum is plotted and the sequence repeats.
After all ten spectra have been displayed, the task is terminated.
The vRrtic€cl scale is always a log scale. A printout or display of
partially completed IDC spectra can be obtained by commandAng IDCPRNT
or IDCDSP before the IDC task is completed.
^i
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1. 3.4 Sna2jDuw
In order to get a quick look at the raw data, a dump task Is available,
called by the command DUMP with two parameters. Tito parameters may be
used In two ways; to see N minor frames, starting at frame number M,
the parameters wo--ld be M and N (i.e., DUMP ) M,N); to see the next N
minor frames, the parameters would be N and zero (0) (i.e., DU ,O,N),
Since the printer cannot print as fast as the data flows from the 'PCM,
the dath is saved as it flows in, and printed at the slower rate,
I
Therefore, the maximum number of frames that can ),.- dumped is determined
by the amount of memory available to save the data. If the operator
requests more than is available, a message is printed and the task is
not started.
1.3.5 Data Input/output
The first method of input is simply the PCM interface. This method is
activated by the command PCM. In order to save the compacted data (non-
data words stripped out) on tape the Compact Data Tape Output task
is used; the command is CDTOUT, and the parameter is the tape unit
number, either zero or one*
To read CDT, the command CDTIN is given followed by the unit number.
9.
Since the CDTIN and PCM modes are mutually exclusive ,  starting either of
them automatically stops the other. In the CDT input mode, any none-data
records are treated as comments and are printed on the printer and typed
on the terminal. Ir, order to place such records on the output tape,
the operator must use the LOG command, with the unit number as a parameter.
When started, the LOG task cues the operator with the message LOG: ano
places the input interpreter in a special mode; in this mode, every
character typed is saved as part of a log or comment record, until the
carriage return is hit.. Then the accumulated record is written on the
output tape unit and the task is terminated.
1.4 Recommendations, and Cautions
The following recommendations are version-dependent, but apply to the
version installed on 15 March 1976. It is hoped that maintenance
programmers will update this section as changes are made.
The operator should realize that the two forms of input (PCM and CDT)
have different effects on the execution of other prograas in the
system. With PCM input, it is of greatest importance not to lose
any data, and to save the data for later analysis. Therefore, slow
tasks are executed one at a time and may be interrupted by the PCM interface..
When a CDT is used for input, these interrupts do not occur, and a slow
.:	 ..	 ^	 __ _ ..	 iJ .3 r ' W :.te
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task, once started, proceeds to completion before more input data is
processed. In addition, the RUBOUT command is not recognized immediately
when a slow task is running, although it is recognized when the normal
task sequence comes to it. In PCM mode, the RUBOUT appears to get
immediate attention, whereas it may nut in CDT input mod,; the BELL
.	 always gets immediate attention,
As an orderly procedure, the task list should be completed, and END
typed, before the PCM is enabled; the system will wait until data
starts to .flow from the PCM interface. '
Misspelling and incorrect use of names can occasionally be hazardous.
When typing commands, the operator should be careful to use enough
characters to obtain the desired command. As an example of the effects
of improper use: After accumulating a Set of IDC spectra and seeing
the message IDC FINIFiNED, the operator typed IDCP (four character
abbreviation for IDCPRNT) and obtained a listing of the spectra. Then
desiring to see the displays the operator attempted to hype IDCD (for
IDCDSP); unfortunately, the final. D was missed and only IDC was typed.
R	 This resulted in the system setting up the IDC task again, allocating
"	 a new buffer (cleared to zero) and losing the previous buffer. Since
there was no input connected at the time no physical manifestation of
the error occurred. The operator noted that no display appeared,
realized he had not typed IDCD, and re-typed IDCD; at this time he
successfully obtained .plots, but of the all-z-tro spectra in the new buffer.
^,	 ^	 111{
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It is expected that the use of the commands as spelled in Section 1.2
will minimize the risk of this type of accident.
When there is no input task on the task-list, all accumulation tasks
should be stopped; otherwise they may repeatedly accumulate tho last
frame of data, giving erroneous results.
If the operator interrupts and stops tasks, buffers may be allocated and
not released automatically; these will waste space in the memory. If
space is desired, the operator can obtain a list of currently allocated
buffers and their sizes, and may delete buffers not needed to make
more space. If the operator deletes a buffer used by a task on the task
list, many bad things can happen, including storage of data into the
wrong buffer. Caution is advised; the command TASK should be used with
the command BUFFER so that the operator has a clear idea of the total
system status.
12.
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Table I
Operator Commands Affecting the Task List
Command
	
Effect
PCM
CDTIN,n
CDTOUT,n
PHA
IDC
SUBCOM,q
LOG , n
DUMP, m,n
PHAPRNT
r
PHADSP
PHASCAI-,m,n,p
SUBPRNT
SUBDSP
IDCP RNT
IDCDSP
STATUS
M
STOP,name
END
RESTART
RESET
(RUBOUT)
t (BELL)
Starts PCM interface task
Starts CDT input task; n	 input tape unit (W or 1)
Starts CDT output task, n	 output tape unit (0 or 1)
Starts Pulse Height Analyzer Task
Starts Integral Discriminator Count Task
Starts Sub-Com data accumulation, for n major frames
Starts task to place log record on output tape n
Starts task to print n minor frame of raw data starting
with minor frame m
Prints PHA spectrum
Displays spectrum on terminal
Displays channels m to n with vertical scale of p
Print sub-com data
Displays sub-com data
Prints IDC data
Displays IDC data
Determine experiment status
Removes task from task list
Removes LEO from task list
Re-initializes the system
Same as RESTART
Starts LEO task, stopping slow tasks
Starts LEO task, stopping all tasks
n 'h
Table 11
Commands Executed Without `task List
EOF,n
REWIND,n
PAGE
SPACE
BUFFER
RELEASE,name
TASK
IDCEND
Writes file mark on tape unit n (0 or 1)
Rewinds tape unit n
Ejects a page on the printer
Determines the amount of buffer space remaining
Types the name abd length of buffers currently allocated
Releases (de-allocates and loses) buffer named
Types names of tasks on task list
Sets a flag so accumulation of ID'C data will end at
end of next complete spectrum
Table III
Sub-Com Channel Titles
Title Minor Frame Variable
CCUD 9 Central crystal upper disc level
rate
CCLD 10 Central crystal lower disc 1e-.-el
rate
TSJ;D 11 Top shield upper disc level
TSLD 12 Top shield lower disc level
CSUD 13 Central shield upper disc level
CSLD 14 Central shield lower disc level
BSUD 15 Bottom shield upper disc level
BSLD 16 Bottom shield lower disc level
EUD 17 Ears upper disc level
ELD 18 Ears upper disc level
PTR 41 Plastic 4otal rate
CGER 42 Central good event rate
TLT 43 Total live time
SLLT 44 Shield lower level live time
SULT 45 Shield upper level live time
CAL 46 Calibration
STAT 47 Experiment status
V+15 48 +15 Volts
V+10 49 +10 Volts
V+5 50 +5 Volts
V-5 89 -5 Volts
V-10 90 -10 Volts
V-15 91 -15 Volts
L+5 92 +5 Volt Logic
R+28 93 +28 Volt Regulated
HV1 94 High Voltage 1
HV2 95 High Voltage 2
HV3 96 High Voltage 3
UV4 97 High Voltage 4
DTMP 98 Detector Temperature
ETMP 99 Electronics Temperature
THRE 76 Variable Threshold
14.
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Part 2. Programmer's Manual
This manual will describe the various modules of the LEO system. It is
intended for the maintenance programer familiar with the Varian computer
and the various peripherals used by LEO. In addition, the programmer
is expected to have a source listing of LEO for reference, to be familiar
with the MOS and AAS, and to have mastered the Operator's Manual for LEO.
The order of the discussion is thought to be fairly logical, though not
the same as the order of the listing. she last section contains
descriptions of the buffers used in all modules.
2.0 Constraints
LEO is intended to receive data from the PCM interface and decode the
data, save I;he data on magnetic tape, accumulate those parts of the data
of interest to the operator and print and display the results. The data
from the PCM flows continuously with a time interval of approximately
164 milliseconds per minor frame of data. Therefore that processing
which is required to be done every minor frame must be completed in less
than 164 milliseconds; and all other processing must tolerate being
interrupted for the mandatory processing.
In some uses of LEO, and at some times during the execution of LEO,
storage buffers of varying sizes and in varying numbers are required.
Therefore the subprograms of LEO do not have fixed buffers; but rather
all of the memory space not taken by program code is made available
to a dynamic buffer allocation system. On a 32K machine, this leaves
about 24K available for buffers.
15.
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U2.1 Coordination of LEO Tasks
The last modale on the listing, COORD, is responsible for the orderly
execution of the tasks in LEO; to this end the subprograms in COORD
maintain the LEO task list, maintain the execution sequence through the
list, monitor the status of the PCM interrupts, and set traps for low
°	 priority (slow) tasks..
The task list has room for a maximum of 20 tasks. It is represented
by 42 words beginning at TSKTBL. TSKTBL contains the address of the
current active word in the table; the next'20 words contain the
entry addresses of tasks in LEO; TSKTBL contains the number 10, and
the following 20 words contain the priorities of the tasks on the list,
ranging from 9 (highest) to 0.
In order to enter a task in the task list, the subroutine COORD is used;
the task address is in the A register, and the task priority is X; if
the priority is zero, the task is deleted from the ,list. Tasks are
Maintained on the list in order of priority.
The subroutine SEQNCE uses the task list and PCM interrupt status to link
•	 to the next task; if the next PCM minor frame is ready, then the task list
is started from the beginning, otherwise the next task is executed.
j
r
The subroutine MONITR is always the last task on the list, with a priority
of zero (no task could be added with priority zero). If a CDT is used as
input, MONITR restarts the task list; otherwise it waits for the PCM minor
frame ready condition, and then restarts the sequence.
PG0 ► QUALITY
A
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The subroutine TRAP is always on the task list with priority 2. TRAP
does nothing unless a slow task has previously been interrupted by the
PCM; in this case the interrupted task is activated at the point of
interruption. All slow tasks have priority 2 or lower.
The subroutine TRAPST is called by a slow task when the PCM is ready, and
sets up a trap to the subroutine TRAP.
2.2 Buffer Maintenance
The module BUFSYS maintains the buffer space for LEO. The buffer status
is maintained in a table beginning with BFAVAL. BFAVAL contains the
address of the next available word in the buffer space. Following BFAVAL,
MEN contains the number of available words in the buffer space. (The
buffer space extends to ;just below AID, at address 75777.) The next 60
words contain the information for up to 20 buffers in 3-word blocks. These
blocks contain: The buffer identifier (the address of the routine that
uses the buffer), The address of the first word of the buffer, and the
length of the buffer.
When a buffer is required, the subroutine ALOCAT is called, with an
identifier in the A register, and the desired length in the B register.
ALOCAT releases any buffer with the same identifier and allocates the
new buffer; if insufficient space exists for the buffer, a message is typed
and the B register is zero on return; otherwise the B register contains
the address of the word in the buffer maintenance table which contains the
address of the buffer.
W.
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When the buffer is no longer needed, the subroutine RELEAS is called, with
the identifier in the A register. The identified buffer is released by
deleting reference to it in the buffer maintenance table, and by moving
all buffers in higher memory locations so that all the available buffer space
is one contiguous block. The buffer maintenance table is then updated
to effect the changes.
2,3 Terminal Input
The operator's terminal is connected to the Priority Interrupt Module
(PIM) of the Varian, so that striking a key causes an interrupt; this
frees LEO from scanning the key board periodically. When a key is struck,
the interrupt system causes a jump to the subroutine TYINT, in the module
TYIN. TYINT treat's the input character as an interrupt (to LEO), as a
delimiter, or as part of an input field. Since input can be typed
independent of the need for it, completed fields are stored in a
circular stack, which can hold up to eight fields of two words each.
Fields are of two types, numeric (containing numerals with possible
leading minus sign) or alphabetic (anything else). Alphabetic fields
=	 contain four characters, padded on the right with blanks if necessary;
numeric fields contain a number in the first word and a zero in the
second.
When a program requires operator input, it calls the subroutine FIELD,
which returns the next field from the stack in the A, B registers. If
there is no field available, and a carriage return was the last delimiter,
the bell is sounded once and FIELD waits for input; since typing is
inherently slow, FIELD tests the PCM interrupt status while it waits,
al9► .
and calls; TRAPST (in COORD) if interrupt occurrs.
if the operator types the RUDOUT or BELL key, TYINT calls COORD with a
priority of 2 or 9, and the address of OPINT, the operator interaction task
(this is called L90 in the Operator's Manual).
TYINT has a special mode, used by the LOG task, in which characters are not
interpreted (except for RUBOUT and DELL), but are stored in a buffer for
use as a print line. This mode is terminated by the carriage return.
2.4 Operator Interaction LEO)
LEO executes Operator commands by calling FULD, calling a search subroutine
to scan a command table to match the field, obtaining a subroutine address
from the command table, and calling the subroutine. Depending on the
command, the called subroutine may do something directly or may in turn
call COORD to affect the task list. If the search fails to find a match,
an appropriate message is typed.
2.5 PCM Input
When the operator types the command PCM, LEO calls the subroutine PCM.
This subroutine removes the CDTIN task from the task list, places the
MIN task on the list with priority 6, and sets the PIM to generate
interrupts when the PCM detects minor frame sync patterns; PCM then
returns to LEO.
When an interrupt from the PCM occurs, the subroutine PCMINT is entered,
this routine starts the Buffer Interface Controller (BIC) so that the
next minor frame is transmitted into the PCM buffer. A flag (INTFLG) is
set and POINT returns to the normal program flow.
When a slow task (or MONITR or SEANCE) detects that INTFLG is set and
that the RTC is finished transmitting data, the task list gets restarted
and PCMIN is then executed. PCMIN takes the experiment data from the minor
frame and copies it into a Compact Data Tape (CDT) buffer, and places
fi
the address of the CDT buffer in a pointer called RECPTR. All other tasks
in the LUO system obtain their data from the buffer pointed at by RECPTR.
2.6 CDT Input/Outpu t
When the operator types the command CDOOST, the subsot,tine CDOUST is
called, which calls FIELD to obtain the tope drive number, and calls
COORD to set up CDODUT with priority 4.
CDTOST counts minor frames, and outputs a record every four frames; this
record is 81 words Long, 20 words for each frame and one identifier word
which is zero.
When the operator types the command CDTIN, the subroutine CDINST is called,
which calls FIELD to obtain the tape drive number, calls COORD to delete
PCMIN from the task list,clears the CDT buffer with 133 blanks (enough;
for a printer line) and calls COORD to set up CDTIN with priority 5.
20.
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CDTIN increments RECpTR by 20; and if the and of the CDT buffer is reached,
reads a record from the input tape drive. If the identifier word is
negative, the record in treated as a log record and typed on the terminal
and printed.
2.7 Log
When the operator types the LAG command, the subroutine SCTLOG is called,
which obtains a buffer from ALOCAT and clears it to blanks, then calls
COORD to place LAG on the task list, with priority 1.
.
When the task LOG starts, it prints the cue LOG: and sets TYINT in the
character mode. LOG then waits for the carriage return, after which the
log record is written on the output tape drive and LOG deletes itself from
if	 the task list. While waiting for the input to be finished, the task can
be interrupted by the PCM.
2.8 Print Utility
The LEO print utility consists of subroutines to format items into a
print line and transfer the print line to the line printer. Some other
useful subroutines are also included in this module,
The subroutine PRINT is entered with the address of a print buffer in the
X register; 132 words are transferred to the printer (one character
per word) and replaced by blanks. The line count is incremented and if
it goes over 62, the printer page is ejected.
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The subroutine EJECT ejects the printer page and resets the line counter.
SPACE spaces the printer one print Sine. LPCHAR sands a character to the
printer; while waiting for the printer to be ready, LPCHAR checks the
PCM interrupt Ntatus and can be interrupted.
The subroutine FORMAT is used to place items into a print buffer. The
calling sequence for this oubroutine is different in form from other
LEO subroutines. (This was so that the subroutine $SE could be used
to transfer the parameters; in retrospect the form used by other subroutines,
like AXIS or GRAPH, would have been better.) The call is,
CALL FORMAT NVAR,FIRSToS EP,HUFPSN,BUFSTP,TYPE,DEC
The parameters are all integers, FIRST and BUFPSN are addresses, the
others are positive parameters. rQRMAT is intended to place an array
of items of the same type into evenly spaced positions in the print
line. The number of items is the parameter NVAR, which must be one or
greater. FIRST is the address of the first item; STEP is the address
increment between successive items and must be zero or greater. TYPE
is an integer code from zero to four and determines the type of items
being formatted; these (and their codes) are: floating point (0),
compressed (1), integer (2), alpha 2 char/word (3), and alpha 1 char/word
(k). BUFPSN is the address in the print buffer (not displacement) of the
first item, it is the address of the left-most character for alpha types,
and the right-most character for numerical types. HUFSTP is the increment
in characters between successive,items and must be positive or zero. DEC
is the number of digits to the right of the decimal point for compressed
or floating point items; it is the number of words per item for alpha types.
M.
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FORMAT might be made easier to use if the buffer and/or item parameters
were given as displacements and the beginning of the buffers were passed
in the registers.
MOVE and CLEAR are used for moving and clearing blocks of memory. In
using DOVE, the target address should not lie within the block being
moved. In using CLEAR, the block is cleared with the value in the B
register, which is usually zero or blank.
2.9 Display Utility
The LEO display utility contains subroutines to provide plots and other
functionson the Tektronix terminal.
The subroutine PLOT is used by other subroutines in the display utility,
but not directly by other LEO modules; it will initialize the graphic mode
and draw a line or point or move the beam.
TYIN and TYOUT are used for transmitting charactersto or from the terminal;
these subroutines check for the occurrence of PCM interrupts when they must
wait.
CURSOR interfaces with the graphic input mode of the terminal, it is not
n .
currently used by LEO, but may prove useful later. When called,CURSOR
turns on the graphics cross hairs and waits for the operator to hit a key;
then CURSOR returns the character and the CURSOR X and Y coordinates in the
A, Band X register respectively. The coordinates might be used to
position the beginning of a message, or by using the parameters to AXIS and
nr
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GRAPH to determine a channel number and value.
DOCU is used to place documentation on plots. The parameters are passed
in the registers; A, B gives the X, Y coordinates of the beginning of
the message; X contains the address of the message. The first word of
the message must contain the number of words of text following. If the
A register is negative, default coordinates in the upper right screen
are used (with room for 30 characters) if the A register is greater
than 1023, the CURSOR is activated and the position designated by the
operator is used. On return from DOCU, the A, B registershave coordinates
for the next line.
AXIS is used to draw plot axes, with Lick marks and labels. The parameters
passed to AXIS must be in a table whose starting address is given in the B
register. Parameters may be integer or floating point independently for
the X and Y axis. The table consists of 20 words, 10 for the X axis and
10 for the Y axis. The 10 words are arranged as:
TYPE	 If 0, MIN, MAX, TICK, LBL are interpreted as
floating pt; otherwise first words are taken as
integers.
MIN (2 words)
MAX (2 words)
TICK (2 words)
LBL (2 words)
DOC
Lowest value (at origin)
Value at end of axis
Interval for tick marck
Interval for long tie, mark with numeric label
Address of axis label (format of label as for DOCU)
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GRAPH is used to plot an array within a set of axes; the AXIS subroutine
must be called first, since GRAPH uses the scale information computed by
AXIS. The parameters for GRAPH must be in a table whose address is
passed in the B register.
GRAPH can handle integer, floating point, or compressed arrays; it can
also tranf,form the data by one of three methods or by an external subroutine.
(This transformation does not affect the data.) 	 x
The t«ble should be arranged as:
NVAR Integer number of values in array to be plotted
FIRST Address of first value}
STEP Address increment for successive values
XSTART (2 words) X value to be used for first value to plot
XSTEP (2 words) Increment of X-value for successive values
GXTYPE 0 if XSTART, XSTEP are floating pt; otherwise
the first words are treated as integers
w	GYTYPE Type of plot: 0 for point-to-point line, 1 for
histogram type, 2 for symbol at beginning of line
XFRMAD Address of transformation subroutine, 0 if none
desired, GLOG, GSQRT, GINVRS for log, square root,
or reciprocal.
	 Address of extcrral subroutine for
special transformation
SYMBOL Integer code for symbol to use with GTYPE = 2, other-
wise not used.
4
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MPR Is a message print subroutine. This call is
CALL	 MPR,NWORDS,MSGAD
MSGAD	 DATA 'TEXT'	 'TEXT' OCCUPIES WORDS
2.10 Amplitude/Event Time Task
"	 The accumulation task is initialized by the routine SETAT, which obtains
and clears the buffer, places ACCAT on the task list and initializes the
livetime to zero.
ACCAT is exscuted once each minor frame. It acccumulates the livetime
(in floating point); and thenloops 16 times (once for each amp/time
word in the manor frame) incrementing the words in the buffer corre-
sponding to the event amplitude and event time; a counter of minor
framesis also incremented. (The looping is not managed with the LOOP
and LEND macros, but ought to have been; see Section 2.15.)
The printout task is initialized by itsel,i, on operator command. It
obtains and clears a print buffer of 132 words, ejects the printer page
and forms the heading lines. Then a nested pair of loops forms the print
lines of data; these loop 32 times, once for each line; and 7 times for columns
in each line, the first and last columns are handled separately.
The display task PHADSP is initialized in two different ways, by ATDST
ATSST, depending on the command used; ATSST sets scale and channel para-
meters. PHADSP plots the amplitude spectra after the operator types
something. If zero is typed, the scale is doubled; if a positive number
\^JBtiL.-,-.e.-.^	 ^..yr,.i5^'
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is typed, the task is terminated; if a negative value (corresponding to
any alphabetic character on the keyboard) is typed, the plot is repeated,
The AXIS and GRAPH subroutines do all the work, and only the parameters
used are changed.
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2.11 Sub-Com Data Task
The accumulation of sub-com data is performed by the subroutine ACCHK.
This task is initialized by the subroutine SETHK, which calls FIELD to
obtain the maximum number of major frames to be accumulated, obtains
and clears the buffer and places ACCHK on the task list.
ACCHK is executed once each minor frame. It checks the minor frame number
to determine if sub-com data is present; if so, the address in the buffer
is computed from the major frame count and sub-cam channel (a code from
0 to 31 computed from the minor frame number), and the data is stored.
The buffer is arranged as 32 countiguous buffers, each of length specified
to SETHK; the first 16 area interpreted as compressed data, and the
last 16 as integer data. If the buffer becomes filled, a message is
typed and ACCHK is removed from the task list.
The printout task prints the accumulated data in three parts: the 16
integer channels are printed in 16 columns, the 1.6 compressed channels are
printer; v.', ^,.wo sets of 8 columns. Abbreviations for the data titles
are printed at the top of each column.
The display task clears the screen, and types a message. It then positions
the beam so that the operator's input appears in the upper right instead of
on the left margin. FIELD is called twice, for the abbreviated data title
and the plot symbol to be used. Appropriate axes are drawn for integer or
compressed type data (log axes for compressed type), and GRAPH is called
for the actual plotting.
GRAPH to generate the plots.
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2.12 Integral Discriminator Count Task
The IDC accumulation task is executed once each minor frame. It checks
the minor frame number to determine if the variable threshold value or IDC
data is present. If the variable threshold is present, it is compared to
the expected value for error detection. If IDC data is present, the
current threshold value is used to select a bin in an IDC spectrum
For one of five detector sections, the IDC count is then added to the bin.
The least significant bit of the threshold indicates the state of the
coincidence/anticoincidence circuit, and the higher bits select a value
from 0 to 127; however, the buffer is arranged as five interleaved
buffers of 256 bins (with 2 words/bin). The displacement in the buffer
for bin n and section m is 2*(m + 5 * n). Then even numbered bins
correspond to coincidence spectra, and odd bins to anticoincidence
spectra. When 32 major frames have been accumulated, the flag PNDFLG
is checked; if it is non-zero, the task is terminated.
The IDC printing task prints the IDC spectra in two parts: the coincidence
spectra are printed, the five sections in five columns; then the anticoin-
cidence spectra are printed.
The IDC display generates 10 plots on semi-log axes. The subroutine
waits for operator input before each plot, then calls AXIS, DOCU and
.
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2.13 Dump
The dump task is set up by the routine DMPSET. DMPSET calls FIELD twice for
the parameters, and obtains and clears a buffer to save the data; then
DMPSAV and DMPRNT are placed on the task list.
DMPSAV is executed every minor frame. It checks the starting minor frame
number to determine if saving has previously started. If not, it compares
the current minor frame and the starting minor frame; if these match, the
frame is saved and a negative flag is placed in the starting minor frame.
A frame counter is incremented. When saved, the amplitude and event time
are separated into 2 words for ease of printing.
DMPRNT compares the saved frame counter and the printed frame counter;
if these are the same, nothing is done. If unprinted fr mes have been
saved, they are placed into a print buffer and printed.
2.14 Experiment Status
The experiment status task, EXPSTA, is automatically placed on the task
list when the system is initialized. It is executed every minor frame.
When minor frame 47 comes in, the experiment status is extracte6 from the
sub-com data and decoded, forming a title which is accessible by other
routines in the system. This message is typed on the terminal and
EXPSTA deletes itself from the task list. This routine could be easily
altered so that it continuously monitors the status, printing the title
whenever the status changed; however, the original specification was that
the status would not change during an experimental r'+in.
M.
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2.15 Conventions and_Suagestions
The macro capability of the DAS assembler can be used to eliminate some
of the tedium of programming. In particular, the floating point routines
are always called by a macro-coded mnemonic, rather than referring to the
forgettable names given by VARIAN. These macros are listed at the
beginning of those modules which use them.
The management of repetitive loops is often frustrating to the programmer:
a loop counter must be allocated and a value incremented or dncremented
until zero or overflow occurs. A set of three macros has been defined in
LEO to eliminate this frustration. LOOP is used for looping a fixed number
of tames; DO is used for a variable number of times; and LEND is used to
terminate a loop. Usage examples follow:
LBL1
	
LOOP
	
LBL2,23	 .LOOP TO LBL2 23 TIMES
LBL2
	
LEND
	
LBLI	 .END OF LBL1 LOOP
LBL3
	
DO
	
LBL4,N	
.PO TO LBL4 N TIMES
LBL4
	
LEND
	
LBL3	 .END OF LBL3 LOOP
N
	
BSS
	
1
The code for the LOOP and LEND macros is available in the listing of the DUMP
module. The code for the DO macro differs from the LOOP macro in one instruc-
tion: instead of LDAI,P(2) the instruction LDAE,P(2) is used. The A register
is altered at the start of each iteration, and contains a counter value,
beginning at N-1 and decrementing to zero, after the DO or LOOP macro. The
B and X registers are not disturbed.
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2.16 Buffers
The first buffer that data passes through in LEO is the PCM buffer. This
consists of 64 words, each holding 2 8-bit bytes. The data is assigned
according to the following table;
Word	 Data
0-1
	
sync (not used)
8(high byte)	 Live time
16	 minor frame counter
48(high byte)	 major frame counter
49(high byte)	 sub-com data (depends on minor frame)
3,7,11,15 0 19,23,27,	 event amplitude (high byte) and
31,35,39,43,47,51,
	
event time (low byte)
55,59,63
The P_CM buffer is used only to transfer the data to a simpler buffer for
use by the processing programs of LEO. The PCM buffer is fixed, with
starting address of 0400.
The next buffer format is that used by the Compact Data Tapes. It consists
of 20 words, assigned as follows;
Word	 Data
0	 major frame count
1	 minor frame count
2	 sub-com data
3	 live time
4-19	 amplitude/time bytes
33.
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The CDT buffer actually consists of a record identifier (always zero)
followed by four buffers as specified above. This buffer starts at
addreae 0140; the address of the buffer currently in use is contained in
the word named RCCN'1'[t.
Accumulation of event amplitudes and times is done in a buffer of 288
words: 256 for the amplitudes and 32 for the times. This buffer is
allocated when needed and is accessed through the pointer whose, address
is in ATBUF.
Accumulation of sub-com data is done in a buffer of variable length. There
are 32 sub-com channels defined in each major frame, and the operator
specifies the number of major frames (NFRAMB) to be accumulated. The size
of the buffer is the product of these: 32*NFRAMC. This buffer is'logically
divided into 32 sub-buffers, each consisting of NFRAME contiguot;s words.
Because of the different types of data in the sub-com channels, the first
sixteen are treated as containing compressed data, and the last sixteen
as integer data. The sub-com buffer is allocated as needed, and accessed
through the pointer whose address in HKBUF.
Accumulation of the shield counting data is done in'a buffer of 2560 words.
This is 10 buffers of 128 bins with 2 words per bin, since the accumulation
is done in floating point arithmetic. These 10 buffers correspond to two
types of spectra for each of 5 detector sections. The buffers are interleaved
instead of separate. The displacement of the beginning of a spectrum is
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given by the expression 4*SECTION + 2*TYPE where SECTION Is an integer
from 0 to 4, and TYPE is 0 for coincidence and 1 for anticoincidence.
Tile displacement between successive bins of a particular spectrum is
20 words. The beginning of the entire buffer Is accessed through a pointer
whose address is in IDCBUF.
The accumulation of minor frames for dumping on the printer is done in
a variable length buffer. Since the event amplitudes and times are
split, 36 words are required for each minor frame. The beginning of the
buffer is accessed through a ?ointer whose address is in DMPBUF.
All print buffers are 132 words in length, and each word holds I character.
Although this appears to waste space, since each word is capable of holding
2 characters, it was found that the extra program code to store and
retrieve the characters for printing applications was more than 64 words;
this arrangement appears optimum since there is not likely to be more
than one print buffer allocated at anytime.
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